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Foreword
During my 2014 show, even the capable Falcon F16 was having a bit of trouble sending data to a
particularly distant node string. I designed and built a drop-in board to deal with this distance issue by
bringing the same MOSFET drive technology used successfully in the µSC and µAmp to the Falcon F16 /
F8 products. The board was a success in my personal application and after discussion with David Pitts,
designer of the F16 boards, we decided the Light Enthusiast community could benefit from this new
board, too. Thus, the “Afterburner” for “Falcon F16” was born.
The Afterburner was designed with many of the same features used in the µSC and µAmp:
- Optimized design to get board size as small as practical.
- Uses all SMT on the basic board for small size, cost effective components.
- Optional LEDs provide easy troubleshooting and confirmation of power input as well as data output.
- Selected components optimized for the job. Data transmission capability, MOSFET driver, ESD
protection, etc.
- MOSFET driver output section: Schmitt triggered, ESD and short circuit protected, true push-pull
output for solid data transmission through long wires.
- Robust design, generally tolerant of ESD / static discharge, shorting data output to up to 16V or
ground.
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1. Typical Application
The Afterburner and companion resistor networks were designed as a drop-in replacement for the opamp driver of the Falcon F series products. The Afterburner can provide increased data transmission
range to the already capable Falcon F series hubs. However, one item to note – as this is a digital signal,
if you are happy with the performance of the Falcon hub with op-amp driver, the Afterburner will not
provide any additional benefit such as brighter colors, smoother fades, etc.
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2. Adding Optional Components
Items and Tools Required to Install Optional Components
The Afterburner was designed so all optional components can be installed with a typical set of hobbyist
electronic tools. A list of required tools as well as some optional equipment is detailed below:
(I have purposely tried to avoid recommending specific brands or equipment)

Minimum Requirements
Solder – Typically, “60/40” rosin core solder approximately 0.031” diameter works well at this scale of
assembly. Other alloys could also be used as could solid solder with separate flux, etc.
Soldering Iron – A simple/typical hand held iron will work fine in this application. A long/thin tip is
recommended to aid access in tight spaces of the board, such as around the LED lead area. Various
‘soldering stations’ can also be used.
Soldering Iron Tip Cleaner – Some method to clean excess flux from the soldering iron tip. This can be
as simple as a wet, lint free towel, wet non-synthetic sponge, etc. A brass ‘brillo-pad’ can also be used
and has the advantage of pulling excess solder off the tip of the iron.
Diagonal / Side Cutters – Used to trim excess leads from LEDs after soldering. I recommend a pair
which can trim very close to the circuit board. Some ‘diagonal cutters’ for general shop use have a large
bevel at the cutting edge and can only trim to within ~1/8 inch from the board.
Flux Cleaner – Some fluxes can be left in place after soldering, however it is always good practice and a
nicer appearing job to remove the flux when soldering is finished.

Optional Accessories –
Sand Paper – Typically 320-400 grit paper is ideal to smooth the rough edges of the boards after depaneling.
Bench Vise – Works well for holding the board(s) while soldering. Modelling clay is another option.
Magnifying Glass – Can aid in seeing small details of the circuit board. A simple binocular magnifying
headset can also provide a great hands-free solution and preserve depth perception.
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Preparing the Board
Your Afterburner may arrive with residual small tabs around the edge. These were used to hold the
board in an array during the manufacturing process and may be removed before installation.

Removal of the tabs may leave a slightly roughened edge on the circuit board. This will not affect board
functionality, but may be removed with a piece of 240-320 grit sandpaper if desired.
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Installing LEDs (polarity and position must be observed – read carefully)
These specific red, and green LEDs were chosen to offer a single component solution for board
indicators. Each LED has a built-in current limiting resistor and needs no other components added for
proper operation. You can add the red and green LEDs in any combination, in any location you choose.
ONLY THESE RED AND GREEN LEDS – OR AN EQUIVALENT PART WITH INTERNAL RESISTOR - CAN BE
INSTALLED ON THE PWR / DOUT POSITIONS. AN LED WITH NO RESISTOR CAN NOT BE USED IN THESE
POSITIONS AS IT WILL FLOW TOO MUCH CURRENT AND MAY COMPROMIZE DATA INTEGRITY.
You can mix and match colors as you wish, however the ‘standard’ colors were chosen as:
PWR – Power – Green
LED is on solid whenever power is present at the Afterburner board. This color is consistent with the
green power LEDs at the Falcon fuse block array.
DOUT – Data Transmitting – Red
A complimentary color to the array of green power LEDs on the Falcon boards. The red output LED
signifies data being output through the Afterburner circuit. One LED is provided for each of the 8
channels supported on the Afterburner.
The channels of the Afterburner correspond with the layout and location of the channels on the Falcon
board. Afterburner channels 1-8 are a direct correlation with Falcon channels 1-8. If a second
Afterburner is installed in the left-hand position of the Falcon board, the second Afterburner channels 18 will correspond to Falcon channels 9-16.
With a ‘red light blinking’, you should have data output to the nodes.
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All LEDs are optional. The Afterburner circuit will function equivalently with or without the LEDs
installed. To add LEDs simply insert the colors of your choice in the spaces you wish to use. The
‘standard’ combination is displayed below. The long lead of all LEDs should enter the round solder pad
on the board. The short lead should enter the square solder pad on the board.

(Four of eight output LEDs shown)

The LEDs will be soldered on the bottom side of the board. Be sure not to bridge solder between the
individual LED terminals, or between either LED terminal and surrounding components. 0.031”
diameter solder and a narrow soldering iron tip are recommended. A bench vise or small pad of
modelling clay can be useful in holding the components in alignment prior to soldering.
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You will likely find it easiest to install the Channel 1, 3, 5 and 7 LEDs and solder them first, as they are on
the ‘inside’ row.

Then install the Channel 2, 4, 6 and 8 LEDs as they are on the ‘outside’ row.
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Once soldered, neatly trim the LED leads close to the circuit board and clean any residual flux from the
board. Inspect the soldered area to make sure there are no solder bridges between the individual LED
leads and/or between the LED leads and the board pin solder tabs.
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3. Installation, Programming not Required
To install the Afterburner, it is strongly recommended all work be performed in “static safe” conditions,
though successful installation can be performed ‘in the field’.
1. Disconnect power from the Falcon board and allow several seconds for any residual charge to
dissipate from the capacitors. Again, it is strongly recommended to use static safe conditions, or at a
minimum, touch a grounded / earthed metal surface before continuing work.
2. Locate and identify the original op-amp driver chips and resistor network arrays. Depending on
which bank of channels you are replacing, these components may have different names. Typical names
are listed below:
Channel Bank 1-8: LnDrv1 and RN1, RN2
Channel Bank 9-16: LnDrv2 and RN3, RN4
Channel Bank 1-8 Shown:
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3. Carefully remove the driver chips and resistor arrays from their sockets. A small screwdriver and pair
of needle nose pliers can aid in removal. These components can (and should) be saved in case you wish
to revert back to original board operation.
If you do wish to re-install these components – The resistor arrays are not polarized and can be
installed in either direction. The op-amp driver chips ARE polar and must be installed in the CORRECT
orientation.
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4. Install the new (yellow / tan-color) resistor arrays in the resistor array sockets. These components
are NOT polarized and can be inserted in either direction. Further both resistor arrays are equivalent
and can be inserted in either socket.
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5. Carefully note the polarization and orientation of the Afterburner board. This component DOES
REQUIRE proper polarization and alignment.
- The green PWR LED should be located in the upper right-hand corner of the Afterburner board.
- The red DOUT LEDs should be located along the bottom edge, closest to the Falcon outputs.
- All silk screen text on the Falcon board and Afterburner should be a consistent orientation.
- A notch is also provided along the edge of the Afterburner board which should line up with the
indicated notch on the Falcon board.
Failure to follow proper alignment will result in improper operation and may also result in damage to
the Falcon board and/or the Afterburner.

With proper alignment if the pins and sockets confirmed, gently press the Afterburner board into the
Falcon socket and insure the Afterburner is seated firmly and making full contact with all points of the
Falcon socket. Gentle rocking motion will help seat the Afterburner board as well.
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6. Repeat Steps 2-5 for additional Afterburner installation as needed.
7. With all Afterburner components installed and polarity of the board double checked, power may be
restored to the Falcon board.
8. Correct Afterburner operation can be noted by confirming illumination of the green PWR LED and (if
no data is actively sent) the red DOUT LEDs should flash approximately once every three seconds,
confirming an “off” command to the nodes.
Afterburner operation can further be confirmed by placing the Falcon board in ‘test’ mode. The
Afterburner should respond by displaying an increased blink rate of the DOUT LEDs …approximately one
blink every second indicating frames of test data being sent.
Under normal operation the Afterburner DOUT LEDs should have a very fast blink rate and a somewhat
notable ‘strobing’ or ‘crawling’ effect as data is sent to each output in turn.
9. The Afterburner does not require any firmware, programming, channel number adjustment or other
considerations in show set-up or sequencing.

Also note – the signal coming out of the Afterburner should be able to control nodes 30-50 feet away or
slightly greater in ideal circumstances. However once the signal is received at the first node, retransmission is accomplished by that node, so the distance is again limited to approximately 15 feet.
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4. Troubleshooting Afterburner Indicator LEDs
LED Indications

Possible Causes

Possible Solutions

1. PWR on, DOUT one short
blink approximately every three
seconds

Normal when power is first
applied but data is not being
sent.

n/a

2. PWR on, DOUT flashing

Normal operation when actively
transmitting data.

n/a

No power / no output from
Afterburner.

Does the Falcon board have
power?

(If nodes not working, see
below)
3. All LEDs off

No: Check power supply for
proper operation, provide
proper power to Falcon board.
Yes: Check Afterburner for
proper position and polarity.
Confirm Afterburner is firmly
seated in the Falcon socket.
4. PWR on, DOUT on solid.

Data input is being held high
(+5.0V) Possible short circuit on
input. Possible transmission
error with hub (rare).

Verify no short circuit exists on
input. Verify correct data output
of hub. Cycle power to hub.

5. PWR on, DOUT flashing
slowly but regularly.

Low frame rate being received
by Afterburner.

If frame rate should be fast,
insure computer / hub is not
overloaded. Frame rate is set
appropriately high in sequencing
software.

Intermittent data is being
received by Afterburner.

Insure Afterburner is firmly
seated in Falcon Socket.

(Normal in Falcon Test Mode)

6. PWR on, DOUT flashing
normally (fast) but
intermittently.
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7. PWR flashing intermittently,
dim, or flickering - may be
accompanied by DOUT flashing
with each new ‘on cycle’ of
PWR

Intermittent power to
Afterburner or high resistance
input power connection.

If hub power indicator is normal
and only Afterburner is
flickering, insure Afterburner is
firmly seated in Falcon Socket.
If both hub and Afterburner are
flickering, insure power supply
firmly connected to Falcon board
and/or power supply is
outputting steady power.

If you believe you may have accidentally shorted the output wires, some possible conditions are listed
below:
Vout shorted to GND – Possible blown hub fuse, (indicated by PWR LED off at the Falcon fuse block) no
damage to Afterburner
DOUT shorted to Vout – Possible damage to node if connected and Vin >=5.5V, no damage to
Afterburner
DOUT shorted to GND – No damage to node, no damage to Afterburner
In summary – shorted wires may have the possibility of blowing a fuse on the hub, or damaging a node,
though due to the robust nature of the Afterburner design with MOSFET driver output, no damage
should occur to the Afterburner board itself.
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5. General and Electrical Specifications
Voltage Input: 5VDC (compatible with Falcon F series boards)
Voltage Output on Data Line: 5V square wave
Controller Power Consumption:
Maximum consumption with 1 PWR, 8 DOUT indicator LEDs installed
Idle (on, but not transmitting data) Full Tx mode Afterburner-to-Node Data Tx Distance: Always keep as short as practical, realistically 2040 feet, stress tested at 90 feet. Note: node-to-node distance is governed by the node
itself and is generally 6-15 feet maximum – regardless of controller being used.
Node Compatibility:
The Afterburner is not “node specific” – it only clarifies, amplifies and transmits the data
fed to it. Afterburner should be compatible with any node which was originally
compatible with the Falcon F series board.
TM1804 - Confirmed
TM1809 - Confirmed
INK1002 - Likely
INK1003 - Likely
WS2811 - Confirmed
WS2812 - Likely
WS2812B - Likely
Pixabulb (WS2811) - Likely
WS280X - NO (requires additional clock signal - ie two single-ended signals…data and
clock.) which the Falcon F series board does not send.
Maximum number of nodes controlled: Limited only by input signal
Overall dimensions – 0.880" tall x 1.170" wide
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6. Revision History
Version 1.0

Original Document

Version 1.1

Spelling / grammar changes, added a bit of description on the Afterburner channel
layout and clarified the alignment points for installing the Afterburner in the Falcon
board.
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